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RED VENT SYNDROME (RVS) IN WILD ATLANTIC SALMON

MILD
MILDLY AFFECTED FISH MIGHT SHOW
A NUMBER OF SMALL RED SPOTS
(PETECHIAL HAEMORRHAGE) AND
REDDENING AROUND THE VENT.

MODERATE

SEVERE

MODERATELY AFFECTED FISH SHOW
AN OBVIOUS WIDESPREAD REDNESS
SURROUNDING THE VENT AND
INITIAL SWELLING; HAEMORRHAGE,
SKIN EROSION AND SCALE LOSS
MIGHT BE OBSERVED.

SEVERE CASES SHOW PRONOUNCED
SWELLING AND OBVIOUS EROSION;
TISSUE MAY PROTRUDE FROM THE
VENT AND BLEEDING MAY OCCUR IF
GENTLE PRESSURE IS APPLIED.

Introduction
Reports of wild Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar)
returning to Scottish rivers with inflamed, swollen
bleeding vents were first received in early June
2007. By the end of the year over 50 rivers
in Scotland reported the presence of red vent
syndrome with similar observations received
from rivers in England and Wales. The syndrome
mainly affects one sea-winter fish (i.e. grilse),
male and female Atlantic salmon and particularly
prevalent among ‘fresh run’ fish but has also
been recorded in two or multiple sea-winter fish
as well as ‘stale’ fish which had been in fresh
water for many weeks. Few cases of sea trout
(S. trutta) have been reported but farmed Atlantic
salmon have not been affected by the condition.
Apart from the vent, the fish appear to be in good
physical condition. Investigations were carried out
by Marine Scotland Science (MSS) in an attempt to
establish the cause and extent of the problem
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SAMPLES ANALYSED A FEW WEEKS AFTER FISH HAD
ENTERED FRESH WATER SHOW SOME RECOVERY OF THE
SKIN. FOCAL REDDENING, DEVELOPING SCAR TISSUE
AND SOME LOCALISED SCALE LOSS IS COMMON, BUT NO
EROSION OR DEEP SWELLING IS EVIDENT.

External signs
The following series of photographs show the
condition in varying degrees of severity and at
different times following return return to rivers.
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AFTER 6-8 MONTHS IN FRESH WATER THE VENT AREA
OF A SPAWNED FEMALE FISH (I.E. A KELT) IS RAISED AND
SLIGHTLY PROTRUDING, BUT WITH NO REDDENING, AND
FULL RECOVERY OF THE SKIN.

Investigation into the cause

Conclusions

All fish examined by MSS were screened for
fish pathogens. The results from a suite of
bacteriological, virological and molecular tests
were all negative. However, parasites were
found both in the body cavity and particularly
in the vent region. The parasite is a small round
nematode called Anisakis, which can be observed
with the naked eye and resembles a watch spring,
measures a few millimetres in diameter, but up to
200mm long when uncoiled.

The very high number of Anisakis larvae within
the discrete region of the vent, and the associated
tissue reaction correlates with the externally
observed ‘red vent’, and is considered to be the
most likely causal agent of the Atlantic salmon
‘red vent syndrome’. Otherwise, all of the fish
examined showed a good general health status,
and there is no evidence of any bacterial, viral or
fungal agent. Moreover, all internal organs and
tissues other than the vent appeared to be in a
normal healthy condition.
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Anasakis larvae were consistently found in
the region of the vent of all fish examined
and in very high numbers, embedded in the
dermal, sub-dermal and muscle tissues within
the vent. Microscopically, changes include
epidermal erosion, scale loss, encapsulation,
severe dermatitis, inflammatory response and
haemorrhage, which all contribute towards the
appearance of the vent externally.

The presence of Anisakis larvae in wild adult
salmon is not novel as the parasite occurs
naturally in many fish species. However, the
concentration of parasites in the vent tissues
is unusual. The impact of the parasite on the
fish is not fully known, but after three years
of observations, there is no evidence that the
condition has either prevented salmon from
spawning successfully or led to mortality during
their fresh water life/stage.
The final natural host of the Anisakis worm are
marine mammals such as whales, dolphins or
seals. However, the parasite may also affect
humans who become infected from eating raw
fish (for example sushi) or fish that is undercooked.
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Anyone concerned about RVS should contact
the Pathology and Bacteriology group at Marine
Scotland Science.
01224 876544 and ask for
Campbell Pert or Patricia Noguera.
campbell.pert@gov.scot,
patricia.noguera@gov.scot

